Abstract-Linear active-power-only DC power flow approximations are pervasive in the planning and control of power systems. However, these approximations fail to capture reactive power and voltage magnitudes, both of which are necessary in many applications to ensure voltage stability and AC power flow feasibility. This paper proposes linear-programming models (the LPAC models) that incorporate reactive power and voltage magnitudes in a linear power flow approximation. The LPAC models are built on a convex approximation of the cosine terms in the AC equations, as well as Taylor approximations of the remaining nonlinear terms. Experimental comparisons with AC solutions on a variety of standard IEEE and MATPOWER benchmarks show that the LPAC models produce accurate values for active and reactive power, phase angles, and voltage magnitudes. The potential benefits of the LPAC models are illustrated on two "proof-of-concept" studies in power restoration and capacitor placement.
Abstract-Linear active-power-only DC power flow approximations are pervasive in the planning and control of power systems. However, these approximations fail to capture reactive power and voltage magnitudes, both of which are necessary in many applications to ensure voltage stability and AC power flow feasibility. This paper proposes linear-programming models (the LPAC models) that incorporate reactive power and voltage magnitudes in a linear power flow approximation. The LPAC models are built on a convex approximation of the cosine terms in the AC equations, as well as Taylor approximations of the remaining nonlinear terms. Experimental comparisons with AC solutions on a variety of standard IEEE and MATPOWER benchmarks show that the LPAC models produce accurate values for active and reactive power, phase angles, and voltage magnitudes. The potential benefits of the LPAC models are illustrated on two "proof-of-concept" studies in power restoration and capacitor placement. 
I. INTRODUCTION
O PTIMIZATION technology is widely used in modern power systems [1] and has resulted in millions of dollars in savings annually [2] . But the increasing role of demand response, the integration of renewable sources of energy, and the desire for more automation in fault detection and recovery pose new challenges for the planning and control of electrical power systems [3] . Power grids now need to operate in more stochastic environments and under varying operating conditions, while still ensuring system reliability and security.
Optimization of power systems encompasses a broad spectrum of problem domains, including optimal power flow [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , LMP-base market calculations [15] , [16] , [17] , transmission switching [18] , [19] , [20] , real-time security-constrained dispatch [21] , [22] , day-ahead security-constrained unit commitment [23] , [24] , [25] , distribution network configuration [26] , [27] , capacitor placement [28] , [29] , [30] , expansion planning [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] , [38] , [39] , vulnerability analysis [40] , [41] , [42] , [43] , [44] , and power system restoration [45] , [46] to name a few. Some of these use active power only, while others consider both active and reactive power.
Restricting attention to active power is often appealing computationally as the nonlinear AC power flow equations can then be approximated by a set of linear equations that define the so-called Linearized DC (LDC) model. Under normal operating conditions and with some adjustment for line losses, the LDC model produces a reasonably accurate approximation of the AC power flow equations for active power [47] . Moreover, the LDC model can be embedded in Mixed-Integer Programming (MIP) models for a variety of optimization applications in power system operations. This is particularly attractive as the computational efficiency of Linear Programming (LP) and MIP solvers has significantly improved over the last two decades [48] .
However, the LDC model does not capture reactive power and hence cannot be used for applications such as capacitor placement and voltage stability to name only two. Moreover, the accuracy of the LDC model outside normal operating conditions is an open point of discussion (e.g., [15] , [47] , [49] , [50] , [51] ). This in turn raises concerns for other applications such transmission planning, vulnerability analysis, and power restoration, which may return infeasible or suboptimal solutions when the LDC model is used to approximate the AC power flow equations. As a result, these applications often turn to nonlinear programming techniques [8] , [13] , [14] , [17] , iterative heuristics and decomposition [11] , [12] , [36] , [42] , model relaxation [7] , [28] , tabu search [30] , and genetic algorithms [29] , [34] to ensure feasibility. These techniques often require extensive tuning for each problem domain, may consume significant computational resources, and cannot guarantee global optimality.
This paper aims at bridging the gap between the LDC model and the AC power flow equations. It presents linear programs to approximate the AC power flow equations. These linear programs, called the LPAC models, are based on two ideas: 1) They reason both on the voltage phase angles and the voltage magnitudes, which are coupled through equations for active and reactive power; 2) They use a piecewise linear approximation of the cosine term in the power flow equations and Taylor series for approximating the remaining nonlinear terms.
The LPAC models have been evaluated experimentally over a number of standard benchmarks under normal operating conditions and various contingencies. Experimental comparisons with AC solutions on standard IEEE and MatPower benchmarks shows that the LPAC models are highly accurate for active and reactive power, phase angles, and voltage magnitudes. Moreover, the LPAC models can be integrated in MIP models for applications reasoning about reactive power (e.g., capacitor placement) or topological changes (e.g., transmission planning, vulnerability analysis, and power restoration). This rest of this paper presents a rigorous and systematic derivation of the LPAC models, experimental results about their accuracy, and its application to power restoration and capacitor placement. Section II reviews the AC power flow equations. Section III derives the LPAC models and Section IV presents the experimental results on its accuracy. Section V presents the "proof-of-concept" experiments in power restoration and capacitor placement to demonstrate potential applications of the LPAC models. Section VI discusses related work and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. REVIEW OF AC POWER FLOW
The steady state AC power for bus n is given by
This equation is not symmetric. From the perspective of bus n, the power flow on a line to bus n is
while, from the perspective of bus m, it is
In general, S nm = S mn .
A. The Traditional Representation
The AC power flow definition is typically expanded in terms of real numbers only. By representing power in rectangular form, the real (p n ) and imaginary (q n ) terms become
The Y-Bus Matrix: The formulation can be simplified further by using a Y-Bus Matrix, i.e., a precomputed lookup table that allows the power flow at each bus to be written as a summation of 2n terms instead a summation of 3(n−1) terms. Observe that, in the power flow equations (1), the first term
with − V m = V n . We can eliminate this special case by 1) extending the summation to include n terms, i.e., 
Given the Y-Bus, the power flow equations (1) can be rewritten as a single summation
giving us the popular formulation of active and reactive power:
B. An Alternate Representation
The Y-Bus formulation is concise but makes it difficult to reason about the power flow equations. This paper uses the more explicit equations which can be presented as bus and line equations as follows:
Once again, 7 and 8 are asymmetric and the line admittance values Y have not been modified.
C. Extensions for Practical Power Networks
In the above derivation, each line is a conductor with an impedance Z. The formulation can be extended to line charging and other components such as transformers and bus shunts, which are present in nearly all AC system benchmarks. We show how to model these extensions in the Y-Bus formulation for simplicity.
Line Charging: A line connecting buses n and m may have a predefined line charge Y c . Steady state AC models typically assume that a line charge is evenly distributed across the line and hence it is resonable to assign equal portions of its charge to both sides of the line. This is incorporated in the Y-Bus matrix as follows:
Transformers: A transformer connecting bus n to bus m can be modeled as a line with modifications to the Y-Bus matrix. The properties of the transformer are captured by a complex number T nm = | T |∠s
• , where | T | is the tap ratio from n to m and s
• is the phase shift. It is worth noting that the direction of a transformer-line is very important to model the tap ratio and phase shift properly. A transformer is modeled in the Y-Bus matrix as follows:
If a line charge exists, it must be applied before the transformer calculation, i.e.,
Bus Shunts: A bus n may have a shunt element which is modeled as a fixed admittance to ground with a value of Y s . In the Y-Bus matrix, we have
Unlike line charging, this extension is not affected by transformers, since it applies to a bus and not a line.
D. The Linearized DC Power Flow
Many variants of the Linearized DC (LDC) model exist [52] , [53] , [54] , [55] . A comprehensive review of all these variants is outside the scope of this work but an in-depth discussion can be found in [47] . For brevity, we only review the simplest and most popular variant of the LDC, which is derived from the AC equations through a series of approximations justified by operational considerations under normal operating conditions. In particular, the LDC assumes that (1) the susceptance is large relative to the conductance |g| |b|; (2) the phase angle difference is small enough to ensure sin(θ (7) and (8) reduce to
This simple linear formulation has been used in many frameworks for decision support in power systems [15] , [18] , [31] , [41] , [45] , [46] . This traditional model is used as the baseline in the experimental results.
III. LINEAR-PROGRAMMING APPROXIMATIONS
This section presents linear-programming approximations of the AC power flow equations. To understand the approximations, it is important to distinguish between hot-start and cold-start contexts [47] . In hot-start contexts, a solved AC base-point solution is available and hence the model has at its disposal additional information such as voltage magnitudes. In cold start contexts, no such solved AC base-point solution is available and it can be "maddeningly difficult" [15] to obtain one by simulation of the network. Hot-start models are well-suited for applications in which the network topology is relatively stable, e.g., in LMP-base market calculations, optimal line switching, distribution configuration, and real-time security constrained economic dispatch. Cold-start models are used when no operational network is available, e.g., in longterm planning studies. We also introduce the concept of warmstart contexts, in which the model has at its disposal target voltages (e.g., from normal operating conditions) but an actual solution may not exist for these targets. Warm-start models are particularly useful for power restoration applications in which the goal is to return to normal operating conditions as quickly as possible. This section presents the hot-start, warmstart, and cold-start models in stepwise refinements. It also discusses how models can be generalized to include generation and load shedding, remove the slack bus, impose constraints on voltages and reactive power, and capacity constraints on the lines, all which are fundamental for many applications.
A. AC Power Flow Behavior
Before presenting the models, it is useful to review the behavior of AC power flows, which is the main driver in the derivation. The high-level behavior of power systems is often characterized by two rules of thumb in the literature: (1) phase angles are the primary factor in determining the flow active power; (2) differences in voltage magnitudes are the primary factor in determining the flow of reactive power [56] . We examine these properties experimentally.
The experiments make two basic assumptions: (1) In the per unit system, voltages do not vary far from a magnitude of 1.0 and angle of 0.0; (2) The magnitude of a line conductance is much smaller than the magnitude of the susceptance, i.e., |g| |b|. We can then explore the bounds of the power flow equations (7) and (8) , when the voltages are in the following bounds:
These bounds are intentionally generous so that the power flow behavior within and outside normal operating conditions may be illustrated. angle difference induces significant changes in active power as many lines are crossed. In contrast, for a fixed phase angle difference, varying the voltage has limited impact on the active power, since few lines are crossed. Hence, the plot indicates that phase angle differences are the primary factor of active power flow while voltage differences have only a small effect. The situation is quite different for reactive power (right plot). For a fixed voltage, varying the phase angle difference induces some significant changes in reactive power as around four lines can be crossed. But, if the phase angle difference is fixed, varying voltage induces even more significant changes in reactive power since as many as seven lines may now be crossed. Hence, changes in voltages are the primary factor of reactive power flows but the phase angle differences also have a significant influence.
B. The Hot-Start LPAC Model
The linear-programming approximation of the AC Power flow equations in a hot-start context is based on three ideas:
1) It uses the voltage magnitude | V h n | from the AC basepoint solution at bus n;
2) It approximates sin(x) by x;
3) It uses a convex approximation of the cosine. 1 Let cos(θ
, then the linear-programming approximation solves the line flow constraintŝ
The details of the convexification are given in Appendix A. -cosine approximation segment count Variables:
the slack bus; (2) the voltage magnitudes |V h | for the buses and (3) the number of segments cs for approximating the cosine function. The objective (M1.1) maximizes the cosine approximation to make it as close as possible to the true cosine value. Constraints (M1.2) model the slack bus, which has a fixed phase angle. Constraints (M1.3) and (M1.4) model KCL on the buses. Like in AC power flow models, the KCL constraints are not enforced on the slack bus for both active and reactive power and on voltage-controlled generators for reactive power. Constraints (M1.5) and (M1.6) capture the approximate line flows from Equations (10) and (11) . Finally, Constraints (M1.7) define a system of inequalities capturing the piecewise-linear approximation of the cosine terms in the domain (−π/3, π/3) using cs line segments for each line in the power network.
To our knowledge, this hot-start model is the first linear formulation that captures the cosine contribution to reactive power. However, fixing the voltage magnitudes, | V h |, in the power flow equations may be too restrictive in many applications. In the remaining sections, we remove this restriction.
C. The Warm-Start LPAC Model
This section derives the warm-start LPAC model, i.e., a Linear-Programming model of the AC power flow equations for the warm-start context. The warm-start context assumes that some target voltages | V t | are available for all buses except voltage-controlled generators whose voltage magnitudes | V g | are known. The network must operate close (e.g., ±0.1 Volts p.u.) to these target voltages, since otherwise the hardware may be damaged or voltages may collapse.
The warm-start LPAC model is based on two key ideas:
1) The active power approximation is the same as in the hot-start model, with the target voltages replacing the voltages in the base-point solution; 2) The reactive power approximation reasons about voltage magnitudes, since changes in voltages are the primary factor of reactive power flows.
To derive the reactive power approximation in the warm-start LPAC model, let φ be the difference between the target voltage and the true value, i.e.,
Substituting in Equation 8
, we obtain
We can divide this expression into two parts 
Equation 13 (15) or, equivalently,
A complete linear program for this formulation is presented in Model 2. The inputs to the model are similar to Model 1, with hot start voltages | V h | replaced by target voltages | V t |. The objective (M2.1) maximizes the cosine approximation to make it as close as possible to the true cosine value. Constraints (M2.2) model the slack bus, which has a fixed voltage and phase angle. Constraints (M2.3) capture the voltage-controlled generators which, by definition, do not vary from their voltage target |V t |. Constraints (M2.4) and (M2.5) model KCL on the buses, as well as the effects of voltage change presented in Equation (16) . Like in AC power flow models, the KCL constraints are not enforced on the slack bus for both active and reactive power and on voltage-controlled generators for reactive power. Constraints (M2.6) and (M2.7) capture the approximate line flows from Equations (10) and (11) . Constraints (M2.8) model the effects of voltage change presented in Equation (16) . Finally, Constraints (M2.9) define a system of inequalities capturing the piecewise-linear approximation of the cosine terms in the domain (−π/3, π/3) using cs line segments for each line in the power network.
Model 2 The Warm-Start LPAC Model.
Subject to:
D. The Cold-Start LPAC Model
We now conclude by presenting the cold-start LPAC model. In a cold-start context, no target voltages are available and voltage magnitudes are approximated by 1.0, except for voltage-controlled generators whose voltages are given by | V g n | (n ∈ G). The cold-start LPAC model is then derived from the warm-start LPAC model by fixing | V t i | = 1 for all i ∈ N . Equation (16) then reduces tô Figure 3 presents the cold-start LPAC model, which is very close to the warm-start model. Note that Constraints (M3.3) use φ i to fix the voltage magnitudes of generators.
E. Extensions to the LPAC Model
The LPAC models can be used to solve the AC power flow equations approximately in a variety of contexts. This section reviews how to generalize the LPAC models for applications in disaster management, reactive voltage support, transmission planning, and vulnerability analysis. The extensions are illustrated on the warm-start model but can be similarly applied to the cold-start model.
Generators: The LPAC model can easily be generalized to include ranges for generators: Simply remove the generator from G and place operating limits on the p and q variables for that bus. In this formulation, voltage-controlled generators can also be accommodated by fixing φ n to zero at bus n.
Removing the Slack Bus: By necessity, AC solvers use a slack bus to ensure the flow balance in the network when the total power consumption is not known a priori (e.g., due to line losses). As a consequence, the LPAC model depicted in Figure  2 also uses a slack bus so that the AC and LPAC models can be accurately compared in our experimental results. However, it is important to emphasize that the LPAC model does not
Inputs:
PN = N, L, G, s -the power network cs -cosine approximation segment count Variables:
need a slack bus and the only reason to include a slack bus in this model is to allow for meaningful comparisons between the LPAC and AC models. As discussed above, the LPAC model can easily include a range for each generator, thus removing the need for a slack bus.
Load Shedding: For applications in power restoration (e.g., [45] , [46] , [51] ), the LPAC model can also integrate load shedding: Simply transform the loads into decision variables with an upper bound and maximize the load served. The cosine maximization should also be included in the objective but with a smaller weight. Section V-A reports experimental results on such a power restoration model.
Modeling Additional Constraints: In practice, feasibility constraints may exist on the acceptable voltage range, the reactive injection of a generator, or line flow capacities. Because Model 2 is a linear program, it can incorporate such constraints. For instance, constraint |V | ≤ |V t n | + φ n ∀n ∈ N ensures that voltages are above a certain limit |V |, constraint n =m m∈Nq t nm +q ∆ nm ≤ q n ∀n ∈ G limits the maximum reactive injection bounds at bus n to q n . Finally, let |S nm | be the maximum apparent power on a line from bus n to bus m. Then, constraint
ensures that line flows are feasible in the LPAC model. The quadratic functions can be approximated by piecewise-linear constrains (e.g., [50] ).
IV. ACCURACY OF THE LPAC MODEL
This section evaluates the accuracy of the LPAC models by comparing them to an ideal nonlinear AC power flow. 2 It includes a detailed analysis of the model accuracy (Section IV-A) and an investigation of alternative approximations (Section IV-B). The experiments were performed on nine traditional power-system benchmarks which come from the IEEE test systems [57] and MATPOWER [58] . The AC power flow equations were solved with a Newton-Raphson solver which was validated using MATPOWER. The LPAC models use 20 line segments in the cosine approximation and all of the models solved in less than 1 second on a 2.
A. Accuracy of The LPAC Models
This section reports empirical evaluations of the LDC and LPAC models in cold-start and warm-start contexts. It reports aggregate statistics for active power (Table I) , bus phase angles (Table II) , reactive power (Table III) , and voltage magnitudes (Table IV) . Data for the LDC model is necessarily omitted from Tables III and IV as reactive power and voltages are not captured by that model. In each table, two aggregate values are presented: Correlation (corr) and absolute error (∆). The units of the absolute error are presented in the headings. Both average (µ) and worst-case (max) values are presented. The worst case can often be misleading: For example a very large value may actually be a very small relative quantity. For this reason, the tables show the relative error (δ) of the value selected by the max operator using the arg-max operator. The relative error is a percentage and is unit-less. Table I indicates uniform improvements in active power flows, especially in the largest benchmarks IEEE118, IEEEdd17, and MP300. Significant errors are not uncommon for the linearized DC model on large benchmarks [47] and are primarily caused by a lack of line losses. Due to its asymmetrical power flow equations and the cosine approximation, the LPAC model captures line losses. Table II presents the aggregate statistics on bus phase angles. These results show significant improvements in accuracy especially on larger benchmarks. The correlations are somewhat lower than active power, but phase angles are quite challenging from a numerical accuracy standpoint. Table III presents the aggregate statistics on line reactive power flows. They indicate that reactive power flows are generally accurate and highly precise in warm-start contexts. To highlight the model accuracy in cold-start contexts, the reactive flow correlation for the two worst benchmarks, IEEEdd17m and MP300, is presented in Figure 2 . Table IV presents the aggregate statistics on bus voltage magnitudes. These results indicate that voltage magnitudes are very accurate on small benchmarks, but the accuracy reduces with the size of the network. The warm-start context brings a significant increase in accuracy in larger benchmarks. To illustrate the quality of these solutions in cold-start contexts, the voltage magnitude correlation for the two worst benchmarks, i.e., IEEEdd17m and MP300, is presented in Figure 3 . The increase in voltage errors is related to the distance from a load point to the nearest generator. The linearized voltage model incurs some small error on each line. As the voltage changes (Table V) to accuracy in Table IV , the IEEE57 and IEEEdd17 benchmarks indicate that that a low percentage is a reasonable indicator of the voltage accuracy in the cold-start context.
B. Alternative Linear Models
The formulation of the LPAC models explicitly removes two core assumptions of the traditional LDC model: 2) Although |g| |b|, the conductance contributes significantly to the phase angles and voltage magnitudes.
This section investigates three variants of the cold-start LPAC model that reintegrate some of the assumptions of the LDC model. The new models are: (1) the LPAC-C model where only the cosine approximation is used and g = 0; (2) the LPAC-G model where only the g value is used and cos(x) = 1; (3) the LPAC-CG model where cos(x) = 1 and g = 0. Tables VI and VII present the cumulative absolute error between the proposed linear formulations and the true nonlinear solutions. Many metrics may be of interest but these results focus on line voltage drop V n − V m and bus power S n . These were selected because they are robust to errors which accumulate as power flows through the network. The results highlight two interesting points. First, all linear models tend to bring improvements over a traditional LDC model. Second, although integrating either the g value or the cosine term brings some small improvement independently, together they make significant improvements in accuracy. Additionally a comparison of Table VI and Table VII reveals that the benefits of the new linear models are more pronounced as the network increases.
V. CASE STUDIES
This section describes two case studies to evaluate the potential of the LPAC models: Power restoration and capacitor placement. The goal is not to present comprehensive solutions for these two complex problems, but to provide preliminary evidence that the LPAC models may be useful in striking a good compromise between efficiency and accuracy for such applications. This section should be viewed as presenting a "proof-of-concept" that the LPAC models may be valuable for certain classes of applications where the LDC model is not accurate enough and existing approaches are too time consuming or suboptimal. 
A. Power Restoration
After a significant disruption due to, say, a natural disaster, large sections of the power network need to be re-energized. To understand the effects of restoration actions, power engineers must simulate the network behaviour under various courses of action. However, the network is far from its normal operating state, which makes it extremely challenging to solve the AC power flow equations. In fact, the task of finding an AC solution without a reasonable starting point has been regarded as "maddeningly difficult" [15] . The LPAC model studied here has the benefit of providing starting values for all the variables in the AC power flow problem, unlike the traditional LDC which only provides active power values. Furthermore, the LPAC model has the additional advantage of supporting bounds on reactive generation and voltage magnitudes and such constraints are critical for providing feasible solutions to the AC power flow. This section illustrates these benefits.
Before presenting the power-restoration model, it is important to mention the key aspect of this application. When the power system undergoes significant damages, load shedding must occur. The LDC and LPAC models must be embedded in a restoration model that maximizes the served load given operational constraints such as the generation limits. These load values indicate the maximum amount of power that can be dispatched while ensuring system stability. Model 4 presents a linear program based on the warm-start LPAC model which, given limits on active power generation p g and the desired active and reactive loads p l , q l at each bus, determines the Subject to:
Constraints from Model 2 (The Warm-Start LPAC Model) maximum amount of load that can be dispatched. The model assumes that the loads can be shed continuously and that the active and reactive parts of the load should maintain the same power factor. The objective function (M4.1) maximizes the percentage of served load. Constraints (M4.2) and (M4.3) set the active and reactive injection at bus n appropriately based on the decision variables for load shedding and generation dispatch. Constraint (M4.4) ensures that reactive generation only occurs at generator buses and Constraint (M4.5) now defines q n for generator buses as well.
Since it reasons about reactive power and voltage magnitudes, Model 4 can be further enhanced to impose bounds on these values. As we will show, such bounds are often critical to obtain high-quality solutions in power restoration contexts. If a reactive generation bound q g is supplied, this model can be extended by adding the constraint,
Voltage magnitude limits can also be incorporated. Given upper and lower voltage limits | V | and | V |, the constraint
may be used to enforce bounds on voltage magnitudes. The experimental results study the benefits of the LPAC model, suitably enhanced to capture these extensions, for power restoration. They compare a variety of linear models including the LDC model, the LPAC model, and enhancements of the LPAC model with additional constraints on reactive power and voltage magnitudes. Table VIII is the number of cases where the AC solver converges, as a good linear model should yield a feasible generation dispatch with a good starting point for the AC solver. To understand the importance of various network constraints, four linear models are studied: the traditional LDC model; the LPAC model; the LPAC model with constraints on reactive generation (LPAC-R); and the LPAC with constraints on reactive generation and voltage limits (LPAC-R-V). The number of solved models for each of the contingency classes is presented in Table VIII .
The results indicate that a traditional LDC model is overly optimistic and often produces power dispatches that do not lead to feasible AC power flows (the N−10 and N−13 are particularly striking). However, each refinement of the LPAC model solves more contingencies. The LPAC-R-V model is very reliable and is able to produce feasible dispatches in all contingencies except 40 . This means that the LPAC-R-V model solves 99.76% of the 17,000 contingencies studied. Table IX depicts the load shed by the various models. For large contingencies, the LPAC-R-V model not only provides good starting points for an AC solver but its load shedding is only slightly larger than the (overly optimistic) LDC model. These results provide compelling evidence of the benefits of the LPAC model for applications dealing with situations outside the normal operating conditions. In addition, Model 4 can replace the LDC model in power restoration applications (e.g., [45] , [46] ) that are using MIP models to minimize the size of a blackout over time.
B. The Capacitor Placement Problem
The Capacitor Placement Problem (CPP) is a well-studied application [28] , [29] , [30] and many variants of the problem exist. This section uses a simple version of the problem to demonstrate how the LPAC model can be used as a building block inside a MIP solver for decision-support applications.
Informally speaking, the CPP consists of placing capacitors throughout a power network to improve voltage stability. The version studied here aims at placing as few capacitors as possible throughout the network, while meeting a lower bound | V | on the voltages and satisfying a capacitor injection limit q c and reactive generation limits q The CPP model was tested on a modified version of the IEEE57 benchmark. All of the IEEE benchmarks have sufficient reactive support in their normal state. To make an interesting capacitor placement problem, the transformer tap ratios are set to 1.0 and existing synchronous condensers are removed. This modified benchmark (IEEE57-C) has significant voltage problems with several bus voltages dropping below 0.9. By design, a solution to Model 5 satisfies all of the desired constraints. However, Model 5 is based on the LPAC model and is only an approximation of the AC power flow. To understand the true value of Model 5, we solve the resulting solution network with an AC solver and measure how much the constraints are violated. Table X presents Subject to:
Constraints from Model 3 (The Cold-Start LPAC Model) except (M3.5) extremely accurate and only has minor constraint violations on the lower bounds of the voltage values. It is important to note that, although the CPP model can take as long as five minutes to prove optimality 3 , it often finds the best solution value within a few seconds. The voltage lower bound approaches the value of 0.985, which is the lowest value of the voltagecontrolled generators in the benchmark. These results remain consistent for other voltage bounds.
Once again, the CPP model indicates the benefits of the LPAC approximation for decision-support applications that need to reason about reactive power and voltages.
VI. RELATED WORK
Many linearizations of the AC power flow equations have been developed [4] , [6] , [7] , [16] , [35] , [39] , [59] . Broadly, they can be grouped into iterative methods [6] , [16] , [59] and convex models [4] , [7] , [35] , [39] .
Iterative Methods: Iterative methods, such as the fastdecoupled load flow [59] , significantly reduce the computation time of solving the AC equations and demonstrate sufficient accuracy. Their disadvantage however is that they cannot be efficiently integrated into traditional decision-support tools. Indeed, MIP solvers require purely declarative models to obtain lower bounds that are critical in reducing the size of the search space. Note however that, modulo the linear 3 It is of course only optimal up the quality of the LPAC approximation.
approximations, the LPAC model can be viewed as solving a decoupled load flow globally. The key differences are:
1) Because the model forms one large linear system, all of the steps of the decoupled load flow are effectively solved simultaneously; 2) Because the formulation is a linear program, the values of p and q can now be decision variables, and bounds may be placed on the line capacities, voltage magnitudes, and phase angles; 3) The model may be embedded in a MIP solver for making discrete decisions about the power system. The second and third points represent significant advantages over the fast-decoupled load flow and other iterative methods.
Convex Models: Although many variants of the LDC model exist, few declarative models incorporate reactive flows in cold-start contexts. To our knowledge, three cold-start approaches have been proposed: (1) a polynomial approximation scheme [39] , (2) a semi-definite programming relaxation [7] , and (3) a voltage-difference model [35] .
The polynomial approximation has the advantage of solving a convex relaxation of the AC power equations but the number of variables and constraints needed to model the relaxation "grows rapidly" [39] and only second-order terms were considered. The accuracy of this approach for general power flows remains an open question: Reference [39] focuses on a transmission planning application and does not quantify the accuracy of the approximation relative to an AC power flow.
The semi-definite programming (SDP) relaxation [7] has the great advantage that it can solve the power flow equations precisely, without any approximation. In fact, reference [7] demonstrated that the formulation finds the globally optimal value to the AC optimal power flow problem on a number of traditional benchmarks. However, recent work has shown this does not hold on some practical examples [60] . Computationally, SDP solvers are also less mature than LP solvers and their scalability remains an open question [61] . Solvers integrating discrete variables on top of SDP models [62] are very recent and do not have the scientific maturity of MIP solvers [48] .
The voltage-difference model [35] has a resemblance to a model combining the equation
with Equation (17) . However, it makes a fundamental assumption that all voltages are the same before computing the voltage differences. In practice, voltage-controlled generators violate this assumption. On traditional power system benchmarks, we observed that the voltage-difference formulation had similar accuracy to the LDC model.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented linear programs to approximate the AC power flow equations. These linear programs, called the LPAC models, capture both the voltage phase angles and magnitudes, which are coupled through equations for active and reactive power. The models use a piecewise linear approximation of the cosine term in the power flow equations. The cold-start and warm-start models use a Taylor series for approximating the remaining nonlinear terms. The LPAC models have been evaluated experimentally over a number of standard benchmarks under normal operating conditions and under contingencies of various sizes. Experimental comparisons with AC solutions on a variety of standard IEEE and MatPower benchmarks shows that the LPAC models are highly accurate for active and reactive power, phase angles, and voltage magnitudes. The paper also presented two case studies in power restoration and capacitor placement to provide evidence that the cold-start and wam-start LPAC models can be efficiently used as a building block for optimization problems involving constraints on reactive power flow and voltage magnitudes. As a result, the LPAC models have the potential to broaden the success of the traditional LDC model into new application areas and to bring increased accuracy and reliability to current LDC applications.
There are many opportunities for further study, including the application of the LPAC models to a number of application areas. From an analysis standpoint, it would be interesting to compare the LPAC models with an AC solver using a "distributed slack bus". Such an AC solver models the real power systems more accurately and provides a better basis for comparison, since the LPAC models are easily extended to flexible load and generation at all buses.
APPENDIX A A LINEAR PROGRAMMING APPROXIMATION OF COSINE
The convex approximation of the cosine function is implemented through a piecewise linear function that produces a linear program in the following way. The modeler selects a desired domain (l, h) 4 and a number segments s. Then s tangent inequalities are placed on the cosine function within the provided domain to approximate the convex region. Figure  4 illustrates the approximation approach using seven linear inequalities. The dark black line shows the cosine function, the dashed lines are the linear inequality constraints, and the shaded area is the feasible region of the linear system formed by those constraints. The inequalities are obtained from tangents lines at various points on the function. Specifically, 4 The domain should not exceed the range (−π/2, π/2) to ensure convexity. In practice, θ • n − θ • m is typically very small and a narrower domain is preferable.
PWL<COS>(x cos , x, l, h, s) 1 post(x cos ≥ cos(h)−cos(l) h−l (x − l) + cos(l)) 2 inc ← (h − l)/(s + 1) 3 a ← l + inc 4 for i ∈ 1..s 5 do f a ← cos(a) 6 s a ← − sin(a) 7
post(x cos ≤ s a x − s a a + f a ) 8 a ← a + inc for an x-coordinate a, the tangent line is y = − sin(a)(x−a)+ cos(a) and, within the domain of (−π/2, π/2), the inequality y ≤ − sin(a)(x − a) + cos(a) ∀a holds. Figure 5 gives an algorithm to generate s inequalities evenly spaced within (l, h). In the algorithm, x is a decision variable used as an argument of the cosine function and x cos is a decision variable capturing the approximate value of cos(x).
